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SUMMARY
The time line analysis program, having been developed for the National
Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) terminal configured vehicle program
by the Boeing Company, has been adapted for general aviation single pilot
instrument flight research. The objective of the research is to increase the
safety and utility of general aviation aircraft by reducing the workload of the
single pilot crew.
A human factors data base was developed for the program, the data was
coded and stored as computer files, and the program was run.
The outputs indicated that further work was necessary on the workload
models. In particular, the workload model for the cognitive channel must be
modified as the output workload appears to be too small. Also, in need of
modification is the left hand, right hand, left foot, and right foot channels.
Since the mission used in the first runs was simplified, refinements will
be needed. Included in the needed refinements are models to show the workload
when in turbulence, when overshooting a radial or glideslope, and when copying
air traffic control clearances.
INTRODUCTION
NASA Langley has initiated the General Aviation Single-Pilot Instrument
Flight Rules (GA-SPIFR) program to study the problems of a single pilot flying
general aviation aircraft under instrument flight rules. It is anticipated
that the number of instrument flight rules (IFR) accidents can be reduced and
the utility of general aviation aircraft significantly increased by reducing
the high workloads experienced in single pilot IFR operations. Statistical
accident and incident data, a time motion computer program, a general aviation
simulator, and aircraft flight tests will be utilized in analyzing and reducing
pilot workload.
This report will discuss the development of the time motion computer
program for the general aviation SPIFR study. The parent program was
developed by the Boeing Company, Seattle, Washington, for the NASA Terminal
Configured Vehicle program and is referred to as the Time Line Analysis (TLA),
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reference 1. The TLA is a time-motion study of a flight crew's activities and
workload during a mission. An analyst must define the mission and a data base
of activities to support it. Frcm this data the TLA produces a series of digital
and graphic reports describing the crew's workload during the mission. The
baseline mission was defined as a single pilot instrument flight departing and
returning to the William B. Hartsfield International Airport in Atlanta,
Georgia. Radio navigation, a holding pattern, radar vectors, and an instrument
landing system approach were included in the mission. The mission was highly
idealized and assumed no clearance copying, no turbulence, and that all tasks
were performed correctly and without repetition such as intercepts of very high
16,
	
frequency omnirange (VOR) radials and localizes and glideslope paths.
The mission was broken down into phases. These phases included segments
of the flight from takeoff through landing.
From the maneuvers required of the aircraft, air traffic control
procedures, and aircraft operating checklists, a set of procedures was
developed. Procedures were written for such short term activities as flight
control and equipment operations.
Procedures are made up of tasks. A task is the most basic action a pilot
may perform. Reading the altimeter and moving the throttle are examples of a
task. Checklists, procedures, and the cockpit layout of the genera] aviation
r._rcraft simulator at the Langley Research Center were stuJied so that no
detail of the cpezation of the aircraft would be omitted. :he spatial position
of each control, indicator, or instrument in the cockpit was measured relative
to a nominal eye and shoulder reference point. Task duraticn times were deter-
mined from pilot's reach distances and eye angles which were calculated from
position data.
The mission, phase, procedure, and task data were codid on the forms
described in the Time Line Analysis User's Guiue (reference 2) and stored as
a computer file in the NASA CDC computing system. The program data were sub-
mitted as a batch job and digital graphic reports of Pilot workload were
obtained.
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TLA Time Line Analysis
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ANALYSIS
Data Base Development
The first ste p in the use of the time line analysis program (TLA) was the
development of a iata base. The data base consists of phases, procedures,
tasks, and subsystems necessary to describe the detailed flight operations
required to accomplish the mission.
Mission.- The mission is the flight to be studied. In the example f.-.
this report the mission consists of a takeoff at the William B. Hartsfield
International Airport in Atlanta, Georgia, an instrument climbout, very high
frequency omnirange (VOR) navigation to a holding pattern, holding, air traffic
control (ATC) radar vectors to an instrument landing system alp roach course,
an approach, and a landing (figure 1).
Since the mission was built around an existing geographical area, the
flight path was plotted on a chart for visualization and planning. Attention
was given to ATC procedures, normal traffic routing, and aircraft operating
capabilities.
Phases.- Once the mission was defined it was divided into phases. A
phase of flight reflects the actions necessary to get from one flight mile-
stone to another. The phases of the GA mission are takeoff, climbout, cruise,
holding, initial approach, intermediate approach, final approa c h to the outer
marker, final approach between the outer marker and middle marker, final
approach between the middles r„drl•:cr and the runway, and touchdown. Using
distances measured from the plotted mission and known aircraft performance
data, the start time relative to the beginning of the mission for each phase
was calculated. These start times are later used as guides when precisely
defining the time structure of the mission. Since many of the output reports
can be generated for only the phases specified in the output request, the
breakdown of the flight into phases permits close study of a phase and
comparisons between phases. Also, the breakdown provides a modular data base
and simplifies changes to the mission.
Procedures.- A set of procedures was developed to supiort the phases. A
procedure is a short duration activity such as a complete instrument scan or
receiving and responding to a traffic advisory. In addition to ATC procedures,
all required aircraft maneuvers, aircraft operating procedures, and the
aircraft operating checklists were taken into accoilnt when writing procedures.
The procedures were made as general as possible so as to minimize the total
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number of procedures required. Instead of a specific procedure for entering a
left turn or for receiving a handoff from departure control, for example, a pro-
cedure for receiving a handoff or executing a turn was designed. Also, all
procedures assume that all tasks are accomplished when necessary and correctly
the first time. This is not realistic; however, the idea was to begin with a
simplified mission for baseline and to add refinements later.
Tasks.- A task is the simplest unit of work that the pilot can accomplish,
such as reading the airspeed indicator or picking up the microphone. Develop-
ment of the task data base began with the measurement of the position of every
item in the NASA Langley general aviation aircraft simulator. The measurements
were in the cartesian coordinate system shown in figure 2 and locate with
respect to the center of the attitude indicator. Every position that the pilot
might look at for information or reach to was measured. For instruments that
give information in several locations each location was measured. For example,
the location of the center of the altimeter, the kolisman window, and the
setting knob were all measured. From these measurements the eye angles at'd
reach distances to each item were calculated. The eye angles were calculated
with respect to the center of the attitude indicator, the left hand reach
distances were from the left side of the control wheel centered in pitch and
roll, and the right hand reach distances were from the throttle at its half
open position.
Each item in the cockpit was grouped into subsystems. Examples )f
subsystems include electrical, engine, fuel, and trim. Pilot vision, voice,
audio, and charts/checklists were listed as subsystems as were the cockpit
items. The program requires that each task bP associated with a subsystem
and can provide reports on the activity of a particular subsystem.
From the list of the cockpit items, checklists, ATC procedures, aircraft
operating procedures, and aircraft maneuvers, a task list was developed. Each
task was assigned a subsystem, a code number, and a duration time, and the
percentage of that duration time that impacted external vision, internal vision,
left hand, right hand, left foot, right foot, cognitive, audio, and verbal
human operator channels. Tasks, like procedures, were made as general as
possible. Instead of three separate tasks for moving the transponder switch
to off, standby, and on, for instance, one task was written to show movement
of the transponder switch. Depending on the situation, a task may require
different times or percentages. To account for this up to four different times
or percentages can be assigned to each task. The duration times were calcu-
lated from the eye angles, reach distances, and huMan factors data supplied in
reference 1, section 6.4. For tasks that were not ce •;ered by the human factors
data such as radio communications, the duration time was estimated or timed
with a stopwatch.
The value of the cognitive channel was assumed to be ten percent for each
task. This was done with the knowledge that it was not realistics; however,
the data necessary for determining cognitive workload is not currently
available. As stated earlier, the intent was to make the program operational
and to add refinements as data becomes available. Once the tasks were defined
it was possible to determine the time structure of the procedures. The TLA
worksheet shown in figure 3 is used for this purpose. The tasks and their
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situation numbers and duration times are listed in chronological order. Tasks
which occurred during the sarie time interval were listed near each other. The
task start times are relative to the beginning of the procedure.
After the procedures were completed in detail, the time structure of the
phases could be determined. The same worksheet used to define the procedures,
shown in figure 3, was used to define the phases. All procedure start times
are relative to the beginning of the phases. The procedure duration times
are calculated to the nearest tenth of a second but the computer program will
accept procedure start times to only the nearest second. In determining pro-
cedure start times for th's mission, therefore, any previous noninteger
procedure duration times were rounded to the next higher integer. This tends
s..
	 to artificially lower the overall workload of the pilot by a small amount;
however, this avoids %jorkloads exceeding one-hundred percent due to
unintentional task overlapping. In this manner, output workload peaks of over
one hundred percent will always be due to actual overloads and not due to
periodic task overlapping. With the knowledge that the output workload is
less than actual, output workloads near one hundred percent can be examined
as possible overloads.
The phase start times calculated earlier from the flight path plot were
only guides and are used here. If the original time calculations called for
the pilot to maintain straight and level flight for two minuter then enough
straight and level procedures would be used to total two mir.-tee as nearly as
possible.
Events were inserted into the phases along with the procedures to describe
a flight milestone such as takeoff, level off at altitude, cross an intersec-
tion, enter a holding pattern, and intercept an ILS localizes. Events are
used only as markers in the mission and do not contribute to workload. There
are no tasks associated with events.
Having determined the exact duration times of the phases, the start times
of the phases were calculated. Once the phases were completed and their start
times determined, the mission development is finished and the data base is
ready to be coded.
Data Base Coding
The data base coding forms are described in reference 1 and 2.
Figure 4 shows the subsystem coding form for this scenario. The Airline
Transport Association (ATA) code number required for the original application
of the program is not applicable to the GA research, therefore, the ATA code
number column was left blank.
The task data coding forms were completed according to the instructions
in referenc e 2. Occasionally, two tasks are used together. Columns 75-80
were used to refer to the accompanying task in these cases. On the example
form in figure 5, lAO131 refers to subsystem 1A, task 13, situation 1. A
leading zero is placed before the 13 to produce a six character code.
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form is
used to
control
systems
id ing op
shown in figure 6. The
refer to communications (C),
(F), navigation (N),
(S). The slide interval
tion of the program, described
A sample event/procedure data coding
alpha characters in the code numbers were
communications radios (CR), manual flight
navigation radios (NR), and miscellaneous
columns were left blank since the task sl
in reference 1 and 2 was not used.
Figure 7 shows a completed phase data coding form. These forms were
completed as specified in reference 2.
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The mission data coding form was completed as shown in figure 8. The
study time interval, an analyst defined time increment, wes set at 20 seconds.
The task sliding option referred to above was not used in this study. There-
fore, the slide interval was set at one second and the slide workload threshold
at 999 percent as suggested in reference 2.
Once coded, the data base was stored as a computer file. The data base
forms were keypunched along with the control cards. Figure 9 shows the deck
arrangement for the control cards and data cards. The phases, events,
procedures, tasks, and subsystems, were stored under the file name GADBAZ
shown in the appendix. The control cards, mission data, and output requests
were stored under the file name TLATST. The object program was supplied by
the Boeing Company under contract number NAS1-13741 and was stored under the
file name TLABN3. The data are stored with a batch job under the DUMMY file by
using the deck shown in figure 10 and the name is later changed with the use of
a timesharing terminal. Placing the mission data and the output requests in
file TLATST permits changing the study time interval, run data, and output
requests and submitting the program without accessing the data base.
The data were stored in a logical order so that modifications to the data
could be made easily. Procedures were grouped according to type and tasks
were grouped by subsystems. During the development and coding of the data,
unanticipated procedures and tasks were occasionally required and were added to
the data base. After storage these additions and modifications were made via
a timeshared terminal.
Program Operation
The program is submitted with the file TLATST. It is submitted as a batch
job through the use of a timesharing terminal. A listing of TLATST is shown in
figure 11. In use TLATST copies to data the input mission data, then the data
base (GADBAZ), and then the process card, output request, and the terminate
card. This assembles the program data deck into the form shown in figure 9.
The first runs were made for data base debugging. If the output channel
workload exceeds 100 percent, errors in the data base or overloads are
indicated. The tasks contributing to high workloads can be found with the
workload histogram report (111,H), the crewman workload profile report (CWP), and
the mission scenario report (IISN). References 1 and 2 describe each of the
outputs. Approximate times of high workload peaks can be determined from the
time scale on the WLH. Then the exact time interval of the occurrence can be
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determined from the CWP by scanning down the workload column for the channel
involved. After finding the time interval, the MSN is used tc dete nnine the
tasks occurring during the interval. The errors included data artifacts such
as misspecified start times, duration times, and situation numbers.
Only the CWP, MSN, and the WLH were seen for use in analysis. The outputs
were validated with hand calculations of pilot workload at random points in the
mission.
Figure 12 shows one page of the crewman workload profile report. The
external vision is at zero percent and the internal vision is highly used due
to the assumption of actual instrument conditions during the mission. Left
hand activity is low but reasonably steady while right hand activity varies
considerably and is usually high when being used. This is because the left
hand is being used for the continuous tasks of maintaining straight and level
flight in smooth air and the right hand is being used for discrete tasks such
as tuning radios or handling the microphone. The left and right foot have
identical workloads as they are always used together in the mission. Cognition
levels are low and steady. This does not appear to be realistic and indicate;
that cognition has not yet been properly modeled. The audio and verbal channels
indicate ATC communications.
Figure 13 shows a portion of the mission scenario report for the time
interval covered in the crewman workload profile report shown in figure 12.
The MSN is used to determine what tasks are occurring during any time interval.
Together with the CIJT, the MSN is useful in determining which tasks are con-
tributing to high workloads.
The external visio:. WLH is shown in figure 14. External vision is only
used during takeoff, landing, and during ATC traffic advisories.
Figure 15 shows the internal vision WLH. This is normally high bu y falls
off during takeoff, landing, and ATC communications. The internal vision
decreases during communications because the instrument scan falls off.
A WLH for the left hand is shown in figure 16. The large peaks are
caused by such maneuvers as leveling off from a climb and executing turns.
Continuous straight and level flight occurs in the areas where the plot is
relatively flat. A somewhat higher workload is indicated during the approach
and landing beginning at approximately 2200 seconds into the run.
_	 The plot for the right hand, shown in figure 17, illustrates the
intermitent usage of the right hand. The right hand is primarily used for the
throttle, trim, radios, microphone, charts, and checklists. All other times
it is assumed to be at rest or zero percent workload.
Figure 18 shows the left fort p1..,L. Since the left foot and right foot
workloads are identica'., caiy the left foot plot is shown. As with the left
hand, a higher wr ',.ioad is indicated during turns and final approach. The
left and right foot workload model will need modification as the workload
should be nearly zero during straight and level flight.
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Figure 19 and 20 show the auditory and verbal channel plots, respectively.
These plots primarily indicate ATC communications. In addition to communica-
tions, the auditory channel is used to check the morse code identification of
radio navigational aids and to listen to the marker beacon signal during
approach.
The cognitive plot is shown in figure 21. From the plot it can be seen
that the ten percent cognition value per task was not realistic and that the
cognition workload model will need extensive modifications.
CONCLUDING REMARKS
The time line analysis program, having been developed for the National
Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) terminal configured vehicle program
by the Boeing Company, has been adapted for general aviation single pilot
instrument flight research (SPIFR).
A data base was developed for SPIFR operation, and the program was run.
The outputs indicated that further work was necessary on the workload
models. In particular, the workload model for the cognitive channel should
be modified as the output workload appears to be too small. More data are
necessary to develop a cognitive channel workload model. Also, in need of
modification is the left hand, right hand, left foot, and right foot channels.
Since the mission used in the first runs was simplified, refinements are
needed. Included in the needed refinements are models to show the workload
when in turbulence, when overshooting a radial or glideslope, and when copying
air traffic control clearances.
8
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APPENDIX
GADBAZ, The Time Line Analysis Data File
Figure 22 shows the data base as stored in the computer file GADBAZ. The
format of the data base results from the use of the coding forms described in
references 1 and 2.
Figure 22-a shows the phase portion of the data file. The first phase,
TAKEOFF RWY 8, consists of the code number TO01, the phase name, EVENTI
beginning at time zero, procedure F00001 beginning at time zero, and procedure
F00002 beginning zero minutes and 20 seconds into the phase. Procedures do not
have to be listed in chronological order but doing so makes it easier to read
the data.
The event/procedure data is shown in figure 22-b. By observing the
column designations on the coding form in figure 6, it can be seen that the
first two tasks of the first procedure, CONTACT DEP. AFTER TAKEOFF, are
1P	 01 and 1P	 07. 1P	 01 begins at zero seconds into the procedure and
P1 refers to the crew member performing the task (pilot) and the task situation
number.
The task data is shown in figure 22-c. Figure 5 shows the column
designations of the coding form. The first task, MOVE AUD. PNL. MIKE SWITCH,
has the code number lA
	 01, had only one situation, and has channel workloads
of 40 percent interval vision, 100 percent right hand, and 10 percent cognition.
The subsystem data is shown in figure 22-d. The first subsystem listed
has the code IA and is named COM #1.
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Figure 9.- Data base and control card deck arrangement.
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Figure 10.- Deck used to store data base in computer files.
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/ COPYBR,INPLIT,^HTH.
^ '	 COPYBR,^HDBHZ,DHTH
^
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[HCK,DHTH.
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TL^:i2N3,D8TA,PL=58000.
HTTHCH,PLCT/UN=LIBPHRY,NH.
FEWIHD,TAPE99.
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E.^lT'
DMD.
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/NOSEQ
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Figure ll.— TLATST.
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PHASES -----
Toil TAKEOFF RNT a EVE471 000 F00001 000 F 00002 020
CL82 CLIM90UT F60009 000 000006 009 F00016 012 FOOOI6 Gib
FOOD16 017_ CR0001 022 _FOOD09 _ 031 000001__2.40_
F00016 043 F00016 OS3 EVE NT2 101 F00006 101
F00007 tl6 F00007 124 F00007 132 F00007 140
F00007 148 _FOOOOS_ . _IS_6 100010 _ ,_209 F00DID 219_
' F00010 229 N00010 739 400012 241 F00016 241
F00010 242 NR0001 252 F 0 0 0 1 h 2Sl NR0003 2S8
FOOD 10 30t NR 000k it 1_F00016 ___316 NP_O.00S 317
00016 326 EVE NT  336 FOOOOS 336
CRO3 CRUISE	 TO HOLDING F00010 000 EVENT4 010 X 00006 010 F 00 00 7 02S
PAT TERN _F00007 _ _0 3 1 N00001__ 041 F 0 000 7_ 044 F00 0 0S
_	
052
000007 JOS FOOO16 III F00010 115 NR0006 125
F00010 120 F00010 136 F00010 140 FOOOIO 158
F00010 206_	 _NOD002  2L F^OOOIO _ _ 221 F _OQ0 . t0 23l
FOOOtO 242 Fo00f0 252 F 00010 302 FOOOtO 312
N00002 322 FOOO10 325 FOOOtO 33S F00010 345
FOOD10 355 F00_0_10  40S F 00010 _415 900002 425
- 500002 426 FOOOIO 443 FOOOtO 4S3 FD08t0 503
FOOOIO S13 F00010 S23 1 000t0 S33 FOOOt60 543
"004	 HOLDING,	 Ta0_YSINT.	 FVE4T5 000 N00007 000 000_004 _006 F00016 009
F00016 013
_
F00010 017 1 00010 027 F00010 037
N00004 047 F00010 OSO 400006 100 F00006 lOS
F00007 120 F00007_ l26 F00007 136 F00007 144
F 00007 152 F00007 200 FOD007 200 F00007 216
F00807 224 F00008 232 940003 24S FOOOIO 240
FOOD IO 255 F000_-j0 . 305 FOQ01_0_ 310 F00906 325__.
F O0007 343 No0o01 351 F OOOOO 354 FOOOJQ 407
F00010 417 A00002 427 F00010 430 Fo0010 440
___400002 45 0 OQ	 _	 _53FQ 6 _^ - F aQQQ_5087_ F.90007 516
Fo0007 524 FO 0007 S32 1 00007 S40 F00007 540
F00007 S56 F00006 604 400009 b17 F00009 621
FOC O09 b30_F0000J 639 300000___ 64R F0001 6 65 0
-	 --- FOOOIh 653 100016
_
654 F00016 655LR0004 658
F00009 705 F00009 714 N00008 723 F00006 720
F 00 0 07 743 FO0o07 751 F OOOO7 7S9 :00 007 007
— —---	 -- FOOOO7 FIS FOOOO7 - - 823 —'F-00007 031 1 00006 039
F000tO 6S2 00000b 901 F OODlb 904 F 00016 909
_ __ f0 00 16 914 CR0002 915 F00016 __920 000 00`	 921
F000Ih 923 F00016 925 F00016 927 F4uu16 929
F00016 931 F00016 )33 1 00016 9Yc F00016 930
1865 L41 TIAA APPROAGN EVF4T6 0 Q0_ F2oopk .
-040_.- EQ9.9-41 __F r, r-Mod-323
F00009 036 F00009 045 F00009 154 FOOCJ9 103
F00009 112 FOOUO3 121 F00009 130 F00039 139 
F 06 009__146 F00009 _157 F00"39206 . 000002 215 _-
- F00016 216 F00--016 216 F 00016 220 F00016 224
1 00009 220 F00009 237 F00009 246 N00011 255
100016 257 NP0001 250 100016 303 NR0002 304
F00016 _3t3 NR0003314 F00009	
_
317 F 00009 lZJL__
'00009 335 400003 i4 N00011 341 F00016 749
NR03C6 350 100009 359 F 00009 407 NR0004 411
---_— 0099 4ZZ N3^00 5 411 --F U)13 440 4RO DY6^-43 - --	 -	 _--
F00009 1.52 500002 Sol F 00009 516 F 00009 52S
% 00009 534 500001 S43 400012 54S F0001b 545
s00001 ___546 F_00009_ S48 F00009 _557 F 00009
F 00009 6i5 100009 624 F00009 633 F00009 642
F00016 651 F00009 652 F00009 701 000002 710
F 00 016 711 F OCO16 713 F OOOIb 71 5 F008t6 719
F 00009 723 F00003 732 1 00009 741 F 00009 ?SO
F00009 759 F00009 006 F00009 O17 FOOOtb 626
1400011 $27 N00Dt3 8229 FOOOt6_ 829 FIGO16 63l_
- N00011 031 N00012 63l 00016 833 NOOO11 834
FOOOO9 636 NOOUO3 845 1 00009 848 FO0009 651
906 F00009 91S _F00009_ _924_F00009_ 93.3_
F00009 942 F00009 951 F00009 1000 F00009 1009
400'103 1018 100009 1027 100009 1036
INTERMEDIATE A ►P,_INT6 EVE4T7 000_COOJ03  000 F00016 00t F00016 003
00016 OOl 106016 009
_
F00006 012 F00007 R77
F 00006 035 F00003 046 F00004 116 EVFNTG IJ4
000013 13_4_F00016 13S F 00016 137 F00016 139
F00016 144 100016 145 100016 146 1 00006 149
F00907 204 F 00007 212 F00006 220 F00016 233
--- --------
--f —0 991i _ 1-4-1-
_	 -	 -FOM7	 fINAL
	
APP.	 TO LON EVE9T9 000 F0o00b 000 F 00007 015 FOOD08 023
F00010 03h F00010 046 NOOOOh 056 F OOOtO 057
----	 -
F0o010_ "I 1 00010
	
_- 117 1 04019- IL7NA901b _	 137_-- -	 - -
FODO10 138 F00o10 148 FOOO10 1SS FOOe10 206
F00010 218 N00006 228 F OOO10 229 FOD010 239
FNNO FINAL APP. 
 EVNT 10 000 F00012 000_LQOOOt 017 FOOOl6 026_	 _
LOM	 0 MM 000011 027 f000 tb 030 106016 032 F8OOt6 635	 -
F00016 037 FOD916 046 F00013 044 1 60013 100
F00013 116 10001! 132 FOOOI3_ 148 FOOOl3_-	 __
F00013 220 F00013 236
FRT9 FINAL	 APP. _ _—EV4T11 000 F00014 000 F00014 Ott
MM TO RNr_
TOIO TOUC HDOWN EV,NT12 000 F00015 000
(a) Phase data.
Figure 22.-Time line analysis data file.
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EVENT/PROC
COOOOI -f,O NTACT DEP.	 AFTER IP at 0.0 PI SP_	 07 2.0 PL
TAKEOFF 1 ► 16 6.0 P4 IT 20 6.0 P2
1 . 10 13.0 P4 1P 04 19.0 PS
000002 RECE_LVL_TRAFf."_ __ IT 28_-- - 0.8 __ _PIAP 01 6.0 __ PL
ADVISORY l0 07 0.0 P3 SA at 6.0 Pt
1 P 04 11.0 P1
_ f10003 Rf_^Jjff__ff,GTOR It
__?5-
____9.0.._.---Pl_I P P1
1 . 07 6.0 P4	 1P 04 10.0 P1
000004 REPORT CROSSING FIX 1P at 0.0 P1	 SP 10 2.0 P2
SP t6 _ P2 Ii_1l- jiD-__ -P1
000005 RECEIVE REQUEST TO IT 2'2 0.0 Pt 1P 01 2.0 P1
SAY ALTITUDE 1P 16 4.0 PI JN 81 4.0 P1
_ _
to 07 ____ 5.0 P 2 1P 04 2_15-- ..	 PI	 __..
..	 000006 HOFF_RECEIVEANO IT 25 0.0 P2 iP 01 4.5 P1
I P 10 6.5 PI 1P 04 11.0 P1
_COOOlT_REPORT REACHING _ ALT.	 IP at _	 0.0 P1 1P 07 2.0 _ Ph
I P lb 6.0 PZ IT 22 6.0 PI
1 . 04 8.0 PI
_f000^ RECEIVE IRAN, CODE IT 22. 0 J  P3_ IP at 3.0
CHANGE 1. 07 5.0 P3 IV 04 6.0 PI
000009 CONTACT APPROACH IP at 0.0 P1 1P 07 2.0 P4
t P 10 12.0 ---P 3 1P 04 17.5 Pt
000010 RECEIVE FINA L	VECTOR IT Zt 0.0 P2 IP at 7.0 P1
AND HANOOFF	 TO	 TNR 1° 07 9.0 P4 LP_ 04 13.0 P1
000011 CONTACT TOWER IP at 0.0 P1	 1P 07 2.0 PJ
SP 19 5.0 P1	 IT 70 5.0 P3
------- -- -
I P 07
---
12.5
------
P1	 IP
---
04 14.5
--
01
-------- ---'--'-`-	 -. - --
-T V ACROYOI CHAGE
	
NSCf IVFQS SA O1 0.0 PS	 ST 04 2.i Pl
IT at S.3 P1
CROM TURE__CON, OS IA 13 Oil - P1 IA SO 0.0 Pl___
CR0003	 TUNE CON.	 02 10 01 0.0 P1 10 10 0.0 it
CR0004 CHAtIGE TRAM. CODE IN 16 0.0 PZ IN 19 0.0 P2
^•	 F00001 T A KEOFF ROLL-__-__U_ Or P1 4A th -0.0P1 -
7F 04 2.6 PI	 7F to S.2 P1
7F at 7.8 P1	 3A at 10.0 P2
4A 16 10.0 P2
-"0042 ROTITF IF76-LTFTbPF^^-- o ---^ -- -- 0.0 _.	 61	 SR ._..-_	 -01 - -_	 0.0-- ---07 --	 -- --._ -	 .----	 - -
4A O7 4.6 P4 3R at 4.0 P1
3A 01 5.0 P1	 3L at 6 .0 P1 /^^ fl^
10
_
S ►1- -01 a.2
_ __. -
P1
-	 _	 _
-Yz%--RIr^3R
1 N
01
0 4
9.2
12.9
P3 4G
P I
13 9.2 Pt t
_	 _
000MY 4EDUCE SPEED 49 07
_
O.t P2	 7F O1 0.0 P2
1 3R 01 2.6 P2 4A 10 2.6 P2
3A  O1
 5.6 Pt	 3H 01 6.5 Pt
- 3L 01 7.6- --- Pt
	 5D OS 9.0 Pt ---- -	 -	 ----- --- ^^ ^-
3R 01 11.8 Pt	 4A 10 12.5 P1
SA 01 12.8 PI	 3m 01 13.8 PS
- T- 01 1V:S---- 1^4^. 13 APL------------
3R OL 17.0 PZ 4A 07 17.6 P4
3A 01 20.0 P1	 3H O1 21.0 ► 1
4A 07 21.6 PI	 3L at Z2.0 Pt
4A to 22.6 P1 50 at 24.2 Pt
3R OS 26.2
F00004 CHANGE FLAP SETTING 4E 04 0.0 PI	 4E 01 0.0 P2
J 3R at 2.4 P2 4A 07 Z.4 P3
. IA OS 5.4 PI 4A__ 07
--
34 01 6.4	 P1	 3L_ C% 7.4 P1
44 30 7.4	 P2 3R 01 9.6 P2	 -	 --
4G 13 9.6	 PI	 3A 01 12.6 P1
---- - -----
304
_
 at
P1	 3L_13.6 OS 14.6 PI
3R at 16.6	 P1
FOOOOS LEVEL OFF AT ALT. 3R 01 0.0	 P1	 3H at 1.0 Pt
4A 04 2.0	 Pt	 3R 0^,-_ 2.0 P3
3H OS 6.0	 PI
	
4-A 10 6.0 P2
3L OS 7.0	 Pt	 3A OL 9.2 PI
5D 01 _	 10.E	 P1 3R O1__ 12.2 _ P1
49 07 13.2	 P2	 7F at 13.2 P2	 ---
4G 13 15.0	 Pi	 3R at 15.0 P3
_	 _ 4A 07 16.0
	
P4
- TURNF00006 ENTER 3R 01 0.6	 Pt	 5D at 1.0 P1
44 OS 3.0
	
P1	 3R at 3.0 P3
3H at 7.0
	 P1	 3L _ at 0.0 P1
4A 10 9.4	 PI	 3P 01 10.2 Pt
SD 01 11.4	 P1	 3P at 13.4 Pt
F00007_ NAINTAIN TURN 4A 10 0.0	 P1 50 01 f.0 P1
3H at 2.0	 11	 3L at 3.0 P1
3 0 O1 5.2
	 P1 ► A 07 5.4 P2
3R YL PI--k'§.
F06000 EXIT TURN 50
_	
--01 0.0	 P1	 3R at 2.0 P3
4A 01 2.0
	
P1 50 at 6.0 P1
44 10 1.2 _ P1 3" 01 6.0 PS
3L at 9.0	 P1	 3R at 11.2 P1
(b) Event/procedure data.
Figure 22.- continued
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F 00009 MAINTAIN STRAIGHT ! L 01 O.0 PI	 !N OI 7.7 PI
A
__-
_	
__	 .__. .__
V 00 MOM.
--__
SO - Ol 4 .Z P1 3A 91 6.7 Pt
34 91 7.2 P1
_ F 009t _ MA I NY' IN SMAJ NT _jam
-- -JLL
pt SL .
	 91AND LEVEL 0114 S6 it 3.2 P1 4A t/ 4.3 Pl
VOR MON. SU At 5.2 Pt 36 at 7.3 Pt
f16111 lEGIM 6lIM4110E SCENT 3R at 8.1 P1 3" It 1.1 Pt
4B By 2.1 Pi	 7F Bl 2.1 P2
4.6 P3
Ot b 6 Pl 4A l0 6.6 ►2
!l O1 9. ► Pl	 36 O1 il.e Pl
57 at 12.1 P! !R 01 t4.8___ P2	 ---
► G l3 16.6 PI
F61112 CROSS OUTER NARKER 3V 07 1.6 Pt sU at 6.5 P1
!N At 2.6 Pt 46 _07____
7 F
_
it 4.6 P2	 !P 01 7.4 Pt
C 3L 01 6.4 P1	 SU at 10.6 P1
-
__4A _. or _. 42.7 P4 !R O1
-.
_ 
_ _12.r PS	
--	 - -----4G i3 t2.7 it
1111! FLY ILS. ON TO MR 4A 1/ B.9 P3 7R Ot 0.0 Pt
3" /1  S.3 Pi	 !R at 6. 1 _?t	 _-
SD at 7.f--vol !► Ol 9.3 Pl
SU 01 1s.% PI	 30 01 12.6 Pi
!6 ^ 11.6 !I-3V 04 14.o l _
1f814 flT
_
 TLS. NO TO RMT 1.A l0 9.6 P2 !R at 9.4 P!
BA et 1.8 ►4 5U 01 4.0 P1
!N 61 9.3 ► 1
FIGILS FLARE AND TOUCNOOM4 4A 06 B A 11 4B
07
0.0 P!
6A .1 P2 4A le  4.8 Pt
_
_
F 00016 MAINTAIN ATTITUOE SR 01 0.0 Pt	 4A 07 0.0 Pi
X400011_ CHE CK	 6t	 VOR_N EEOI E__ SJ_ 01 0.0 P1
X406002 CHECK 02 VOR NEEDLE SW 01 0.0 P1
X41600! CNECK ADF ARROM 50 l4 0.0 vl	 50 IS 0.5 Pt
_ me 0 an 4 1CHECI_Q►STMAi N	 NQ. SN ^1.-__.. ^ .9-_-._!1_
---	 _- ^ --460115 CHECK LOCIGS SJ 01 1.6 ► t
410096 CHECK MKR OCR OR 3V 87 0.1 ► 1
_ N00 0L7_j" MOLDING LEG. SU
11
P1 SV at 2.1 P1
ON R60IAL.	 A T 	 FIX 3X4 6 4.2 11
"090/e ENO MOLDING LEG. IN el 0.0 P1	 !N t0 2.2 P2
AT TINE
091089 BEGINHOLDING LEG. SO
at
9.1 P1 3X4 11 2.0 pt
OFF RADIAL.
	
AFTER
TURN
N/6010 SCAN ENROUTE C"ART e9 01 0.0
:100111 SCAN APP.	 PLATE 06 07 0.0 PI► 1
"90012 - MOLD CHART
_^_^l 0a9--_ PI  __
410113 HOLD CHART	 e2 09 OB 0.0 P2
MR0001 TUNE	 NAV 01	 L.KH OB SU 2e 0.0 P1 sU 25 0.1 Pt
N g001Z C4LC5_HAW tl IDEtiT_.- 1I__.._II7 0.0. P1.-L__. 11. L1._-_. -P1	 _----'----.---.__._	 -.
es 03 7.6 PI	 IT 07 5.6 P1
NR0003 AOJ.	 01 OBS 5U 13 0.0 P1 SU 19 0.0 PS
- 6 ' 4	 - 3- - ----
•	 NR90/4 TUME MAY 02 R.KN06 SV 19 0.9 Pt sV 16 0.0 Pt
MR//6S CHECK MAW 02 IOINT IT t0 0.6 Pi	 IT 31 2.6 P1
00 03 _ -?A _.. PI	 IT SO __ . 5.J-_ PE
• %R0066 ADI.	 02 095 SV 17 0.6 ►i SV 04 0.0 P!
SW at 4.8 P3
_UQOIF -TUNE ADF _
11 11
8.9 _^^ 16 0.9 ► 2	 _..
NR0008 CHECK ADF IDENE IT 3 0.0 Pl	 IT 11 2.1 ► 1
e0 03 2.0 P1 IT 13 5.6 ►t
---UDO01 SCA	 CHECKLISTN _. _-_-.65s^ a.s., P1
$00012 C"ECKENG.	 INST.	 ANO 7F 10 e.B v1	 7F 04 2.6 PI
OG ►RECESSION rF
I
►1	 rF 11 7.0 r1
_ SK	 _ at to.6 P1 SO _11 12.6 P1
[VENT1 TAKEOFF RUNWAY	 S
EVENT2 TURN LEFT TO IMF.
R-360 ATL	 VORTA^_
EVENTS LEVEL OFF_ AT 3500.1,
EVENT4 
IN
	
R-36/ ATL
EVENTS CROSS TROTS 1147 ANO
ENTER No Lo 146____..
•ATTEiN
EVEN16 EXITPATTERN MIT"
VECTORS 10 ILS
- TV[-NT-1 SIC€IV€ V
	
R 0
t.0 OEG. BASF LEG
_ EVENTB . RECEIVE VECTOR TO
120DEG. TO INT.I 
L S RMV R
EVENT9 INf.- IL RMr 0-_	 __ _-
EVNT1/ INT, G/S. BEING
DESCENT. CROSS LOM
IYMT11 CROSS MR. EST,
VI_UAl CONTACT
MI IN RUNMAT
EVNTl7 CROSS RMrA THRESHOLD
(h) Concluded.
Figure 22.- continued
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lA st NOW AIID. PNL. NIKE	 I	 t.S 6t 104
SNITCH
- 11 4	 J.	 ON 01	 VOL. t	 2.6 t0 t00 l0 ,
I6 1/ MOVE COM 0l OM/SFF 1	 2.S 1• Lle 10
SNITCH
l6 l6 TUNE CON OI	 _ l	 S.2 30 Is$ l0 161111	 .
3.1 26 See to 141132
1	 2.S to toe it LAO113__-____
SA 13 SCAN CON 01 FRED. i	 S.e T: 11.__ 1A:11I3.0
3	 2.5
t1
01
- LL__..__
is
lM ls[
16011!	
----
-- -	
- 4	 1. A t0: - 11__._
l0 $I SCAM CON R POO. t	 S.• 10
2	 !.• es 11 to /112
-- -----	 -- 3	 1.6 ---- M ---- At
to 074	 AOJ. COM	 02	 W . l • 1	 2.6 20 1a0 LL _	 ---
l• •2 MOVE COM 02 ON/DiF L_ 2.5 21 too_  30_
SNITCH
Is t1 TUNE CON •2 l	 S.• 30 lee
-	 _
11 121111
2	 3.0  2: 10o it
IN It SCAN TRANP"ODER 1	 2.6 lo/ 11
1212-
MONITOR tjCHT
to e6 NOW[ TRANSPONDER 1	 2.4 2e_ 100 Is
ON/OFF SWITCH
IN •T PUSH TRANSPONDER t	 2.5 20 10•
TEST
IM i0 PUSH TRANS	 HOER I	 2.3 20 Lee
IOENT
An T^ O NOE W l	 2. S_- _jo_ . Lee to i
MOO[ SNITCH
I1 16 CHARGE TRANS. CODE 1	 0.6 _-3 0 loo 11
2	 6.2 !t 101 11
1:1191
1192
3	 ♦. e 3e  100 1$ 1:2193_
`	 3. t
_
20
_
100
-u _ _ VI M%1M l9 SCAN TRAMS,
	
CODE 1	 I.6 T1 LL IN 161
2	 6.T ie to 104:162
_
_1.	 at $CA _TRANS, SOOE ♦ _1
-	 3, 0
1.4
00
It0 _
30	 1Re164.
Is
tP	 •1 P ICK u► NICROPNQHE
	 1	 2.1	 S:	 lee t:
1P	 •♦ RETURN RIGROPHOME 1 2.0 S•	 Lee 10
VMAKE RA 1. TRANS. 1 2.0
"1 11
	
1t1
2 2.S Lee .	 too
3 3.0 100 10	 tee
YAK 31
0
R
.r a• n. w,	 ww4AV 15 • Pi.
_-.
.	 ...
2	 S.0
A..
100
.49
_te
199
Lee
3	 S.S 10• l0 100_
_-
6^0lei._4.	 __ _L._____ 100._._._
10- 13 MAKE O/U10 TRANS. 1	 7.e lee
______-
t^ li
tTO 
_ _	 100 l0 lt0
3	 1.S 100 LO too
IP 16 MOLD MICROPHONE 1	 1.0 100
_;_?^ 100
3	 6.0 100
1.1 100
IP_19 HOLD MICROPHONE _1__2.S t00
2	 9.s -Ito
It It HOVE AUO.	 PNL• 1	 2.6 60	 100 l0
±ICON SM I TCN_
IT t♦ MOVE	 AUG.	 POOL. l	 2.0 61	 106 to
026oM SNITCH
_ IT	 IF MO VE
 
AUO.	 PNL. 1	 2.8 40 __j t_
"NAW $NI TCN
If le MOVE AUD.	 P11t. 1	 2.e 40	 Los 11
"A	 M I T M
IT l! MOVE AUD.	 PNL. t	 2.6 40	 l:: 10
AD' SKIiCH
_ __
16 ROVEVE AUO.	 PNL.
_-	
-.
1	 2.1
-.	
-._
40	 100 IO
ONE	 SNITCH
It 19 MOVE AUD.	 PNL. 1	 2.6 1.0	 100 it
MKR MCN SKITC M_
22 NON. RA010 TRANS. -- I
	 2.0- -- -- is	 lot--
_	
z.s
33. 1
l0	 Lee
10	 itt
♦ 	 3.S It Its 
_._
IT 2+ RON. RAOIO TRANS. 1	 6.e is	 ISO
_ ________- ._L_♦^L_-____ __ __^__-11.1!1_____-___
to	 lot
♦ 	 S.S to
	 lee
It	 et NOM. 440I0 TRANS.
	 l	 6.9 It tee
2	 2.0
-3	 2.S Se	 llt
♦ 	 F.s a i ++
IT	 it	 "QN. IDE NT..	 . _	 L	 1.0 , 10	 t fa	 610+31
(c) rask data.
Figure 22.- continued,
_1
C
^.. 
TAF:''r
3A 01 SCAN P AIRSPEED IND. I 1.0 107 10
SIT	 2	 FOR	 TAKEOFF 2 10.0 20 LO
_LA I% SCAN CP ALUPELD_IM2 L 1.6 100 to
3N O1 SCAN ALTI M ETER l 1.0 100 l0
USE	 SIT	 2	 WITH 2 3.0 10 10
3"00 7 1 AU 3NOL9L _ ____ -	 -. _
3N 04 SCAN ALTIMETER t 2.2 100 1•
PRf SSURE WINDOW 2 3.0 00 1B
USE
	
S{T_t WITH
------ -------3HO012 AND	 3140071
3N 07 SET	 ALTIMETER 1 3.0 t0 100 10
USF WITH 3M.00EZ__ -,
__._._-.-_.
AND
	 340042..
3L 01 SCAN VERTICAL	 SPEED 1 7.2 100 l0
- _ 3N 01 SC AN CLOCK	
--I 7.7 too  _  l0
2 3.0 90 10
3N 0\ WINO CLOCK 1 7.0 10	 100 !0
3M I7 SET CLOCK 1 3.0 l0 _100 _ 10_
3" 10 STAR T/STOPIRESET 1 1.S 90 100 10
STOPWATCH	 SIT	 2 t 2.1 00 Iof t0
_____ FOR STOP AND RESET_
3P Ol SCAN MEEOLE/BALL 1 1.2 100 L•
3R It SCAN P ATTITUDE	 IND. 1 1.0 100 l0
__- -^_ _ 3.0 90 _ 3.L ---
3 4.0 too 10
3R 04 SCAN CP	 ATTITUDE	 IND I 1.O 100 10
2 3.5 90
34 0? SET	 P	 ATT.	 INn. 1 3.0 10 100 to
PITH TRIM
3P IU SET	 CP	 ATT.	 IND. 1 3.5 10 100 l0
--- PITCH T3IN	 ---- -- - - - -
3:1 01 SCAN O.A.T.	 GAGE l ?.0 100 to
3V 01 SCAN MKR	 RCN AIRWAYS 1 0.5 103 l0 50
." 04 SCAN MKR DC p	MR 1 0.5 too - 10 SO
3V 07 SCAN MKR	 B:M	 0 .1 t 0.5 100 IO 50
3V 10 SCAN CP MKR SCN APYS 1 1.2 100 17 SO
3V 13 SCAN CP MKR RCN MM 1 l.3 IOU l0 SO
3V 16 SCAN CP MKR OCN ON 1 1.3 100 l0 50
3_V 19 ROVE MKR BCN SWITCH 1_ 2.9  ?0 100 _f0_
M O1
__
MOVE CONTROLS
	 - 1 4.0 too 2S 2S	 10
TO ENTFR/EXIT	 TURM
4A 04 MOVE	 CONTROLS 1 4.0 100 25 2S	 10
340071
SNOOl2
_380071
4 ► 0011
SRQIQI
3R 0012
)80047
3ROOl3
3 RD 013
TO S TA R T/STOP
CLI MO/OES Cf NT
4A 07 HOVF	 CONTPOLS 1	 1.0 25 2S 25 l0
FOR MANUAL CONTROL 2	 2.0 2S 25 25_ t0
3	 3.0 25 25 25 10
4	 4.0 2S ZS 2S t0
-
%A _ _ 10 MOVE _CONTROlS t_	 5. O _ _ 25 2S ^- _	 _l0
FOR MANUAL CONTROL 2	 tO.0 2S
_-
25 25 l0
3	 15.0 ZS 25 25 10
4 20.0
_ 25 25_ 25 -_to
-^^ t6 TRACK RMY CENTERLINE 1	 2.6 50 2S is 15 10
ON GROUND 2	 10.0 50 25 100 tS i5 l0
40 01 NOWE L  FT PROP. 1	 2.6 20 l00 l0 FFOO12_ _
CONTROL 2	 7.6
_
10 SO l0 ?Fool?
48 04 40VF
	 RIGHT	 PROP. 1	 2.6 20 100 10 ?Foot?
CONTROL
	 _ 2	 2 .6 to 50
 tQ 7F0012
4B 07 MORE LEFT THRO*TLE 1	 2.6 20 100 10
2	 2.6 20 50 f0
3	 __?.6 100
__10
41i t0 MOVE RIGaI	 THROTTLE 1	 7.6 21 100 10
2	 2.6 t0 50 10
__40 17 NOYE_LEFT NIXTUR'E _ 1	 2.6 20 ton t•
7	 2.6 20 50 l0
__
48 16 MOVF	 RIGHT M IXTURE 1	 2.6 20 too to
Z	 7.6 __ZO i0__ 10
48 19 SET POWER LEVER 1	 3.0 10 100
_
10
FRICTION
\! _ 01. SCAN GCA3_^P_SLL_1-1.3
40 1. 44 SCAN NG DOWN LIGHT 1	 1.1 100 t•
40 .07 SCAN L.
	
MAIN GEAR 1	 1.1 100 t0
SOWN LIGHT____
40 10 SCAN R.	 MAIN GEAR 1	 1.1 too 10
DOWN LIGHT
__40 13 MOVE LDN_GFAR_IEVEY__t _2.9 to __100__-
1f 01 SCAN FLAP POS.
	 IND. - 2.41 too 10
2	 2.5 90 l0 4E 0041
_ 4E 04 MOVE	 FLAP SWITCH_ 1	 2.5_ 10_ 100
_10__
4G Ol SCAN ROILTRIM p os.
_
1	 2.0
_
-	 100
_
10
2	 3.? 10 10 4G016t
_IkC _0# SCAN PITCH TRIM IND. 3i_
2	 7.7 00 10 460131
4G 07 SCAN YAM	 TRIM	 IND. 1	 t.\ 100 t0
2	 3.7 PO 10 4GO101
(c) Continued.
Figure 22.- continued.
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4G 10 ADJ.	 VAN	 TRIM	 I 3.7 100 10 460072
66 13 ADJ.	 PI T - N 	 T RI M 	1 3.7 160 l0 4GO042
♦ G t6 . ADi- ROII	 RITM 
__1-_ . 7	 _
-
.--113 _ _ ^_. _ _.__IG90LQ
SO
__.
!1 SCAN P RNI	 1 2.0 loo 10
SO 44 SCAN CP RMI	 1 2.6 100 10
So IT ROVE	 ADf	 ONiOfTt2.4 20
Sw ITCM
--
_
SO 10 ADJ. AOF VOL.	 t 2.6 20 too 10
SO 13 TUNE AOF	 1 6.6 36 100 to 500tbtS.B I ._ __j00 10 540162
--	 3
_
3.1 20 100 10 500167
SO 16 SCAN P O1 *NJ SNITCH 1 0.S 100 10
SO 1S SCAN P AOF ARROW	 1 7.0 1.0o _1_0
SO
_ _
l6
___	 _
SCAN AOF	 FRED.	 t 6.6
_
70
_	 _	 _ _	 _ _
!0 Soot 71
2 5.0 TO 10 500132
3 3.0 0O 10 500133
-- - - - --- - -
	 6 I.% - the - -- - Is
46. S0 to ROVE P Ot RMI SNITCH 1 2.4 20 100 10so MOVE P 02 RNI SwYTCH 1
-_.-_s4 _moo--1^^ 10
f0 25 MOVE CPA1	 RMI SWITCH 1 2.7 20 l00 !0
SO 26 MOVE CPOZ RMI SWITCH l Z.7 20 100 10
01 SCAN HAG.. COMA_$S_.
-.L :=6 . 	_ Its l0So OI SCAN ONE	 1 t.4 100 to
2 2.7 e0 10 5POO412
SP_ 0. 40VF ONE	 SNITCH	 1 7__2. 20 100 10 5P0C12_
SU
_
01
_ _
SCAN P 01 VOROLOC GS l 2.l 100 10
USE SIT 213 WITH	 2 3.0 60 l0 SUOto2
s00131	 3 3.0__  _ __1_o _Suote f
SU 06
_
SCAN CP VOR.LOC	 GS	 1 2.6 _ __ Iii100 10-
USE	 SIT	 213 WITH	 2 3.1 66 10 Sugar?SV9t6t 	 _.__	 _	 3 3 .1 -. _ _ l0 _5_y0077
SO) 07 SCAN CP VOR	 1 2.6 100 10
J> AZIMUTH CARO WINDOW 2 3.1 to 10 500047
--
Of $IT Z13 W1 TM---- 3 3:1-	 - - - 00 -- ----- 10 - _ 51)964.35U0161
SU t0 SCAN P	 Al	 VOR	 t 2.2 100 l0
-_ AZIMUTH CARD _w N[ DOW 2_ 3.0	 _ 10 10 _	 SUoltz
USE SIT Zl3 WITH	 3 3.0 of f0 500013
SUG131
SU _	 13 SET P at VOR ORS	 -^_ 3-4 ___-,^__^_
USE NITN S0061Z AND
SU0102 OR 500013
SU 16 SET CP	 VOR ORS	 1 3.1 t0 100 to
USE WITH 500047
	 AND
AND %00072
Su 19 ADJ.	 MAW	 Al	 VOL.	 1 2.6 20 100 to
-_ IU__ . .ZZ ROVE 4" .tLOK11f-E -1 - Z.5 ZO _ _ 110._._	 . _ 10
SWITCH
SU 2S TUNE NAV	 01	 1 S.0 30 too l0 SUO201
"A Z0 1AB .-__ 14	 _- - 5ulzez
SU 20 SCAN NAV	 at FREQ.
	
1 S.0 70 10 5UO251
2 3.0 00 10 slue 252
_ _ 1 1.4	 _ 10 0 -- ----- 10
...fY of SCAN P A? _YQJ19Ci_. --L. Zi1 _. 1W _	 ---...-. I9
USE	 SIT	 213 WITH	 2 3.0 e0 10 svoo\^
41)0071
	 3 3.0 l0 10 5VO047
11  - - -9t SC-ANp 02 JC3_	 1 _-Zat___ 199 14
AZIMUTH CARO WINDOW 2 3.0 10 l0 SVOC12
USE SIT	 213 NIT-4	 3 3.6 OO 10 Sv0013
_ SVOO71 __
SV 07 SFT P F2 VOR OBS	 F-3. l0 100 10
USEWITH SV0012 AND
-
S Y 09111.2? ^ o ol> -.
AND SW0043
5V 10 AOJ.	 MAW	 A2	 VOL.	 1 7.6 20 l0
^	 sv 13 40VF	 MAW	 A,'	 ON/Off.
SWITCH
SV 16 TUNE MAW	 A2	 1 S.0 30 100 10 SV0191
2 3.0 20 A!O 1!_	 _ SV0192_
3T- 14
_
SC-AM NivV it fREO.
	
1 4.0 70
__
10 Sig l6l
2 3.0 00 t0 SVOl62
3 t. 4#100 10
_ 7B it
_
SCAN - ^ntAE TER•1	 L 2.Q	 ^-	 -_ 100
_	 _.`
-
__
1•
__
7B 04 SCAN ANNE TER A2	 1 2.3 100 is
7B 97 MOVE MASTER SWITCH
_ _1 _ 2.9 10 toe
---to __
TC at SCAN FUEL PRESSURE	 1 t.4 100 to
7C 04 SCAN FUEL	 GAGE	 AI	 t 2.4 100 10
- 7C E7 SCAN FUEL GAGE _02	 1_ 7.4	 -	 _ _140_ ___	 -_ 11
fC 10 Novi LEFT FUEL tlOOST 1 2.6 16 300 10
SWITCH
2C 13 HOW  RIGHT FUEL	 1 2.6 10 10• 10
-- - ROOST SWITCH.--- _-.__^-_.
(c) Continued
Figure 22.- continued.
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7F 01 SCAN TACHOMETER 1 2.2 100 10
USE
-
 SIT_ 2 WITH_ 2. 2.6 80 10__
480011 OR 480041 00
490012 AND 490042
7 F 04 SC A N OIL	 PR E SSURE	 01 1 2.6 _100 10
7F 07 SCAN OIL PRESSURE •2 1
_
2.8 toe 10
7F 10 SCAN OIL	 TEMP.	 01 1 2.6 100 10
7F 13 SCAN OIL	 TEMP.	 •2 1 2.8 -__ - ,100  _ _	 10
)^
-
16 SCAN CYL.	 TEMP.	 11 1 2.6 100 10
7F 19 SCAN CYL.	 TEMP.	 f2 1 2.6 100 10
FF 22 ADJ.	 LFFT	 FLAP
-
C OWL 1 3.5 40 100 10_
lF 25 ADJ. RIGHT COWL FLAP 1 3.5 40 100 10
7G 01 MOVE STROBE LIGHT 1 2.7 20 100 10
SWITCH_
7G 04
_
MOVE NAV.	 LIGHT 1 2.7 20 100 10
SWITCH
7G 07 MOVE , ROT.	 9CN_ ---
 1 2.?  .	 -	 - _20 . 100
LIGHT SWITCH
-	 7G 10 MOVE MAP LIGHT 1 2.7 20 100 10
SWITCH
7G 13 MOVE TAXI _LIGHT 1 2.7 20 100 10
SNITCH
7G 16 MnVE	 LEFT	 LUG. 1 2.7 20 100 10
LIGHT	 SWITC H_
1G 19 MOVE RIGHT LDG.	 -i 2.7 20 100 10
LIGHT SWITCH
1G .	_ 22 MOVE _01 PNL._ LIGHTS __1 _O.e_ . _-	 _ _20 too to
)G 25 MOVE	 f7 O NL.	 LIGHTS 1 2.8 20 100 10
SWITCH
7G
-----
28
-	 -
MOVE RADIO LGHTS
----
I
----
1
--
2.6A._ 20_ 100 t0
SWITCH
7G 31 MOVE RFO/WHITE 1 2.6 20 100 10
SWITCH
7M 01 MOVE LFFT MAGNETO 1 2.9 20 100 10
SWITCH
7M 94 MOVE RIGHT MAGNETO 1 2.9 2_0.100 10
SWITCH
7V 01 SCAN VACUUM GAGF 1 2.6 100 10
_ - OA 01 _SCAN OUTSIDE_-  1__ 1.5 100 -	 _  10
AIRCPAFT 2 2.0 100 10
3 2. S 100 10
-	 -	 - -
4 _.	 3.0 100
. 10
OA 04 SCAN OUTSIDE 1 3.5 100 10
AIRCRAFT 2 4.0 100 10
3 _	 4.5 100 to
4 5.0 100 10
so 01 SCAN ENROGTE CHART 1 2.0 100 10 50 10
2 3.0 100 10 50 t0
3 4.0 100 10 50 10
4 5.0 100 10 50 t0
_eB__ 03 SCAN IDENT ON_ CMART 1_ 3.0 100 1• 5U to	 1TO311
Be 04 FIND APP.	 PLAT[
_
1 4.0 100 10 90 10
88 07 SCAN APP.	 PLATE 1 2.0 IOU 30 10
2 3. 0 100 3_0 _ 10
3 4.0 100 30 10
4 5.0 100 30 18
89 08 HOLD CHART 1  1.0 50 10_
2 2.0 50 10
Be 10 SCAN CHECKLIST 1 2.0 100 30 10
2 3.0 100 30 t0
08 13 COPY CLEARANCE 1 2.5 100 10 190 t0
2 3.0 100 10 100 10
33.5 too 10 100 t0
6 4.0 100 10 too 10
OB 16 COPY CLEARANCE 1 4.5 100 10 1 1 10 10
-
2_ S.0 100 10 IU0 t0
3 5.5 100 10 110 10
I
4 5.0 too t0 iG(I 10
(c) Concluded.
Figure 22.- continued
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fU_4Sf§_iE_"_S_
1A --c -0- M _04
I8 - CON #2
-T-RANSPONDIE-R
1p VOICE
___Vk_AIRSPEED INDICATOR_
3H ALTIMETER
__jL _V E_R T I C AA SPEED -I N 01C A T QP- - 
4N.-CLOCK
3P NEEDLE/BALL
1R_ ATTIT.U.0f- INDIC-ATOR
_3U__OA_T____IN_.DICATOR
3V MARKER BEACON
_____4_A PRIMARY ATTLTUDE-C.ON-TRnL
---A$-PROPULSION
40 LANDING GEAR
____ ►F__FLAPS
_k_G__ T R1 M
50 ADE/FMI
MAGNETIC COMPASS-
-s p 014-E
5U NAV •I
r_	 ki A	 all
7B ELECTRICAL
7C FUEL
_7F _ENGINE-
—.7GLIGHTS
?M ENGINE STARTING
TV- VACUUM
04 VISION
88 CHARTS/CHECKLISTS
(d) Subsystem data.
Figure 22.— concluded.
